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Swmmary 

The paper generalizes a proof, and outlines an alternative to it, for the well-known 
theorem on the conditions of regularity in a simple Markov chain; this is that the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a chain to be regular are that the latent root 1 
of the stochastic matrix for the chain must be simple, and the remaining roots have 
moduli less than l. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

.A simple Markov chain with 8 possible states El1 • • ,Es' is defined by 
the stochastic matrix of transition probabilities 

P={Pij} (i,j=I, ... , 8), 

where pij=Pr(Ej I E;»O. Since, in a one-step transition from E;, one of the 
states E;, • .. , Es must be reached, it follows that the probabilities in, any row i 
of the stochastic matrix must sum up to 1, so that 

8 

~ p .. =1. 
;=1 'J 

This property leads to the 'interesting result that 1 is a latent root of any 
stochastic matrix P; for if we write 

(1) 

we find that on adding all columns of the determinant to the first, 

fL-I -Pl2 -PIs 

D(fL)= 
fL-I fL-P22 -P2s 

fL-I -Ps2 fL -Pss 

from" which it is clear that fLl =1 is a latent root of the characteristic equation 
D(fL)=O. It is, in addition, possible to show that all the latent roots 
fLr (r=I; •. '., 8) o~ P have moduli I fLr 1<;1 t for if D(fL)=O, there exists at 
least one non-trivial vector solution R(fL) of the matrix equation 

(2) 
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where R([l) may have real or complex elements~ If Ri([l) is the element in R([l) 
B 

with the largest modulus M, then from (2), since j~lijRj=[lRi' it follows 

that 
• I [l I M <.~ Pij I RJ I <M, 

J=l 

so that for all values of r=l, 2, ... , 8, the modulus I [lr I <1. Both these 
results are given by Frechet (1938, p. 105). 

Let us now consider the probability p(?) of a transition from E. to E. in 
'~J • J 

exactly two steps; it is easy to see, by taking into account all the possible ways 
in which this can occur, that 

• 
pW= ~ PirP~;· 

r=l 

Similarly, it wilUollow that if P~j) is the higher transition probability that E j 

be reached from Ei in exactly n steps, that 

Olearly, since one of the states ED ..• , Es must necessarily be reached starting 
from Ei' then . 

8 

~ p(~)=l, 
j=l ~J 

and the pij) are (i, j)th elements of a stochastic matrix, itself the nth power of 
the stochastic matrix p, so that 

pn={pij)}· 

The ~arkov chain known as regular is that for which 

lim p~~)=Pj>O (j=l, .•. , 8), .............. (3) 
n-->-oo ~ 

where Pj is some fixed finite stationary probability independent of the initial 
state E i • This result can be written in matrix form as 

lim pn=IP', .................. (4) 
n-->-<I:J 

where P' is the row vector of probabilities Pj' and 1 is the column vector of 
B • 

unit elements. It is obvious that ~ P j =1, so that at least one of these stationary 
j=l . 

probabilities is non-zero. Since 

IP' = lim pn+l= lim pnp=IP'p, 

the row vector P' of probabilities Pj is a solution of the matrix equation 

P'=P'p, (5) 

and such a vector can easily be shown to be unique. 
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It is the purpose of the present paper to extend a known but not quite 
general proof, and to give an elementary alternative to this generalization, for 
the well-known theorem on the regularity of a Markov chain: 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple Markov chain to be 
regular, that is, for lim P\'!)=Pj , are that the latent root 1 of the stoch~,stic 

. n--»-oo 1-) 

matrix for the chain be simple, and the remaining roots have moduli less 
than l. 

It is comparatively simple· to prove this by considering higher transition 
probabilities in the case where the latent roots of p are assumed to be all simple, 
whether as in Bartlett (1955, Section 2.2) by the method of spectral resolution, 
or as in Feller (1950, Section 16.1) by using a partial fractions expansion. Frechet 
has given a proof of the theorem in the general case when some of the latent 
roots may be multiple (1938, pp. 109-14), but this is not direct, arising as it 
does in the study of higher transition probabilities for various types of Markov 
chains. We briefly outline Bartlett's proof, give a generalization of it in the 
case where the latent roots of p may be multiple, which depends on a little-used 
theorem in canonical matrices, and finally provide an elementary alternative 
to this. 

II. THE GENERALIZATION OF BARTLETT'S PROOF 

In essence, Bartlett's (1955) proof of the necessary conditions for the 
regularity of a Markov chain depends on the fact that, if the stochastic matrix p 
of the chain has latent roots, all of which are simple, it can be expressed as 

p=T-luT, 

where T is a non-singular matrix, and U={fLj~iJ is the diagonal matrix whose 
elements are the latent roots fLj (j =1, ... , 8) of p. It is clear then, if equation 
(3) or its matrix equivalent (4) are to hold, that 

so that 
(6) 

n-+oo 

where the elements of T 1 P'T-l have fixed finite values. If therefore the unit 
root is fLl =1 say, it is clear that the remaining roots fLr (r=2, ..• ,8) are neces
sarily such that I fLr I <l. 

The generalization of this in the case where the roots of p may be multiple 
depends on the theorem in canonical matrices (Turnbull and Aitken 1932, 
Section 6) which states that if fLl" •• , fLt are latent roots of p of multiplicity 

t 
mIl' •• , m t respectively, where 2: m r =8, then the stochastic matrix can be 

r=l 

expressed as 

p=T-lMT=T-l T, 

G 
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where T is again non-singular, and the canonical matrix M is partitioned into t 
diagonal matrices MH ••• , M t of orders mH • •• , m t respectively, each matrix 
Mi consisting of one or more non-overlapping diagonal submatrices C~v) of the 
" simple classical" type 

!Li 1 0 0 
0 !Li 1 0 0 

C(1))_ , -

0 0 !Li 1 
0 0 !Li 

where v<,m i indicates the order. For example, if the root !Li has multiplicity 
mi =6, a possible form for the matrix Mi could be 

!Li 1 0 
o !Li 1 
o 0 !Li_ 

1
- !Li 1-1 
_ 0 !Li_ 

If m i =l, the matrix M; must consist of the single diagonal element !Li. 

In this case again 

so that 
lim Mn=TIP.'T-I, (7) 

11-+00 

where, just as before, the elements of TIP'T-I are fixed finite values. Now 
suppose we raise a simple classical matrix C~v) to the nth power; we obtain 
for n>v-l 

!Lf n!Lf-1 ( n )!L~-V+1 
v-I ' 

{C~V)}n= 
!L? n!Lf-1 

0 0 !Li' n!Lf-1 

0 0 !L? 

where the elements in the main diagonal, and the diagonal above it are 
respectively 

and the remaining elements are zero. 

If the unit root is !LI=1 say, then it is clear again that if (7) is to hold, 
I !Lr 1<1 (r=2, .•. , t); further, even if the multiplicity of !LI is ml >l, it is 
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not possible that MI consist of simple classical matrices of order greater than 1, 
so that at the most the form of MI is 

[1] 
[1] 

=1, 

[1] 

of order ml>1. In this case M~=I, and we have from (7) that 

1 
PI · p. 0 . 

lim Mn= =T PI · p. T-I. 
f&-+oo 

0 PI . · p • 

Now the rank of 1 is ml ; but since T is a non-singular matrix, the rank of the 
right-hand matrix will be the same as that of IP', that is 1. It follows that 
ml =1, so that the root tLl =1 is siinple. 

III. ~ ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

The following proof, which is equivalent to the preceding one, is based on 
a simple way of obtaining the expression for the higher transition probability 
P~j). To do this, we shall consider for some suitable value of tL, the expansion 
in powers of p of the matrix 

(tLl -p)-I=tL-I(I+tL-Ip+tL-2p2+ ... ); 

this is convergent for I tL I> 1. It is clear that the (i, j)th element of this matrix 
is 

{(ILI-p)-l}ij= tL-I(8;j +tL-IPij +tL-2p~)+ • •• ), 

so that, if {(tL1 -p)-lhj can be expanded in some other way in descending powers 
of tL, it is possible to obtain an expression for P~j) by equating the coefficients 
of tL -en+!) in the two expansions. 

Consider the matrix 

tL-Pu -P21' -PsI 

(tLl-p')= 
-P12 tL-P22 • -P.2 

-PIs tL-P •• 

the cofactors Oij(tL).of each of the elements (tL8j;-Pjj) of the matrix are of degree 
no greater than 8-1 in tL, whereas the degree of D(tL)=1 tLl-p I is always one 
greater than that of any O;j, that is, no greater than 8. It follows that 

{(tLl-p)-I}ij=Oi/tL) I tLl-p I-I=Oij(tL)/{(tL-tLI)11It· •. (tL-tLt)11It}, 

........ : . . . . . .. (8) 
GG 
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where (Ll' ••• , (Lt are the roots of the characteristic equation D«(L)=O, with 
t 

multiplicity mH ••• , mt respectively, where !: mr =8. 
r=1 . 

From (8), by the method of partial fractions, we obtain that 

{«(LI-p)-lhj = f B~ij)«(L)/«(L-(Lr)mr, 
. r=1 

(9) 

where the B~ij)«(L) are pol~omials in (L of degree no greater tha.n m, -1, of the 
form 

m -1 

B~i31«(L)= ~ b~)(LU; 
u=o 

obviously, if mr-:-l, B~ij)«(L)=b~~). Since 1 (L 1>1, and we know that for any 
stochastic matrix p, 1 1Lr 1 <1 for all r, we may expand the expression (9) as 
follows: 

{«(LI...,-p)-I}ij= 

!: (L _m1fnrilb~)(LuH 1 +mr(L-l(Lr+' 
r=1 (u=o H (mr+n-1) n t .+ n (L-fI,(Lr+ . . '5' 

................ (10) 

Let m be the largest of m B • •• , m t ; then, for all values of n;>m-l, the co
efficient of (L-(n+1) in the element {«(LI-p)-l};j of (10) is equal to 

r~lfW~_I(L~(mr+:-1) + ... +b~~)(L~-mr+1(n_~r+l)} .. (11) 

or for simplicity, 

(12) 

where ~~i;)(n) are polynomials in n of degree no greater than mr-I. 

It is clear that this is the transition probability plj) for values of n greater 
than or equal to m -1; this is all that is required, since we are to consider the 
limit of P~j) as n-+ 00. Writing, for sufficiently large n, the result 

. . t 
p(1f)= !: Wij)(n)(Ln, .................. (13) 

~3 r=1 T T 

we see that, if the chain is regular, so that the condition (3) holds, then if the 
unit root is (Ll =1 say, all the remaining roots whether simple or multiple must 
have moduli 1 (Lr 1 <1 (r=2, ... , t); further (Ll cannot be multiple, for if it 
were, then 

lim p~1f)= lim ~~ij)(n)= 00, 
n-->- 00 ~ n-->- 00 

which contradicts (3); It follows that the root (Ll =1 is simple, the remaining 
roots having m~duli 1 (Lr 1 <1 (r=2,..., t). 
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The sufficient condition for regularity presents no difficulty; it is that, if 
the unit root of the stochastic matrix p is simple, and the remaining roots have 
moduli less than 1, then lim P~'!)=Pj as in (3). From the result (13), it is 

n~co J 

clear that if fl.! =1 is simple, and I fl.r 1<1 (r=2, . .. , t), then 

where biW is some constant. In matrix form this can be written 

.............. (14) 

b(s) 

where b is the matrix of elements biig), and b(i) its row vectors with elements 

such that 1:. biW=1. We show that these are identically equal toa single row 
j=l 

8 

vector P' with elements P j such that ~ P j =1. For, from (14) we have that 
J=l 

b= lim pn+1= lim pnp=bp, 
n~co n-+oo 

so that for each b(i) (i=1, ... , 8), 

b(i)p = b(i). 

But, since the latent root fl.! =1 of P is simple, then there exists only one row 
8 

vector pI of probabilities P j such that .~ P j =1, which is a solution of the 
3=1 

equation (5) (Frazer, Duncan, and Collar 1947, Section 3.5). It follows that 

b(i) = P' (i=1, .•. , 8), 

so that lim p('!)=p. as required. 
~oo tJ J 
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